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Abstract

There are two different ways to improve teaching and learning at university. The traditional way is teaching orientated: This way involves optimizing university seminars by improving the teachers’ instruction. A second, complimentary way is to encourage students to use learning strategies, which help them to learn more from the teachers’ instruction. For the latter purpose, we have developed a computer-based, adaptive learning environment for freshmen students to train their learning strategies. Our online learning-strategy training aims to: 1) teach declarative knowledge about learning strategies; 2) consolidate this knowledge; 3) support students to apply these learning strategies when working on the university course. We conducted several experimental studies to optimize this learning environment with respect to how motivating it is, how the declarative knowledge about learning strategies can be effectively consolidated, and how the formation of effective intentions for applying the learning strategies (Implementation Intentions) can best be prompted. We found that motivation while working with the learning environment can be fostered by using sketched explanation videos (i.e. video containing sketched symbols and human hands). For consolidating students’ knowledge about learning strategies, a retrieval practice-based arrangement that uses different types of test questions for learners with different prior-knowledge levels is best. These prior-knowledge levels are assessed in the learning environment. The learning environment automatically adapts the type of questions so that they are most beneficial for the individual learner. Finally, we found that it is important to guide the students to form very specific Implementation Intentions for applying learning strategies. A contrasting cases guidance was most efficient. We implement our strategy training presently in a freshman courses on a long-term basis.
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1. Why do freshman students need learn strategies?

University programs usually confront students with much greater challenges as compared to previous demands in high school. Self-regulated learning strategies are one key to successfully cope with this step-up. As compared to high school, it is much more important for university students to keep in mind that effective learning requires two aspects. It is the educators’ task to present the to-be-learned information as good as they can and to provide favorable learning opportunities for their students. It is the students’ task to take in an active role and to make use of the provided information and learning opportunities [1].

In comparison to teachers in a school, educators at universities have a smaller influence on learning processes, as their contact and supervision of students is limited, and they are not able to support all students individually. For students, the time frames in which content must be learned have become smaller, there are relentless deadlines for essays and exams, and students have to independently reach a much deeper level of understanding of their subject [2]. Due to this increased level of difficulty and need for independency and self-regulation it is necessary that students understand the importance of good learning strategies and of how to put these learning strategies best into play in order to succeed in their studies. However, even when students were successful learners in high school, they fail to engage in appropriate strategies for learning and understanding at university. For example, it is often the case that students use inefficient learning strategies, such as “re-reading” of learning materials [3], [4].

As students spontaneously often engage in inefficient strategies, it is sensible to provide them a training invention fostering the application of effective learning strategies. As the students have to cope with a leap of demands when they come to university, as already discussed, it is best to provide such support is best at the start of a university program. Beyond better learning outcomes due to appropriate strategy use, students attending strategy training interventions are less likely to drop out of university programs [5].
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A problem when implementing strategy-training interventions at university is that teachers often do not have sufficient time and resources to offer promising interventions in addition to teaching the required contents. In addition, the frequently offered courses on learning strategies are just chosen by a restricted number of students. Thus, we have developed an online strategy training intervention that is adaptive to individual students' needs in order to address the problem of student heterogeneity. By providing the training online, the number of students can be easily up-scaled and lecture time is not lost for teaching the required contents.

2. The Strategy Training Intervention: Basic Design

The strategy training intervention is based on empirically proven, general principles [6]. In general, it is designed as informed training. Within the training intervention, comprehensive, concrete and accessible (declarative) knowledge about learning strategies is imparted. One focus is on communicating the advantages and disadvantages of strategies in different application situations (meta-knowledge). In addition, the students get to know different authentic application contexts in order to be able to apply the strategies learned independently and effectively. Furthermore, the principle of scaffolding is used. Learners are first supported by very structured interventions to learn and practice the contents. Gradually more responsibility is handed over to the students, up to the independent application of the strategies in everyday learning situations. To assure that application we combined our training with a psychology curse. A special feature of this intervention is the adaptation to the learners’ prior-knowledge. This type of adaptation has already proven to be a successful factor for later learning success in other learning strategy-related support approaches [3].

3. Prototypical Training Procedure and Evaluation

The training consists of three phases: the learning phase, the practice phase and the transfer phase. The learning phase begins with assessing prior-knowledge and the presentation of declarative knowledge about learning strategies. The practice phase includes adaptive retrieval practice to consolidate what has been learned. In the transfer phase, the learner receives help to learn how to put the strategies into place in his or her specific field of studies within current university courses.

3.1 Learning Phase

At the beginning of the training, students' prior-knowledge is assessed by scenario tasks. Within these tasks, authentic learning contexts are provided. The student rate different options of learning strategies with respect to how useful they are in the given situation. This task types has already been successfully used in similar forms for learning strategy assessment in previous studies as well as in large scale assessments such as PISA [3].

Subsequently, learners acquire declarative knowledge on learning strategies in three learning modules on different types of learning strategies: cognitive strategies, metacognitive strategies, and resource-oriented strategies. In the beginning, a video is presented. This video is a type of advanced organizer and it explains the three types of strategies and their interactions on a general level. The three modules can then be started independently.

Hence, the learners decide for themselves how many components they would like to work on in a single session. Thereby learning sessions can be adapted to the individual students' available time resources. Each learning module also starts with an introductory video on the respective strategies.
3.2 Practice Phase – Adaptive Retrieval Practice

In the following practice phase, we consolidated the acquired knowledge by using the method of retrieval practice (often examined under the label "testing effect"); [8]. This method uses retrieval of previously learned content as practice activity. It is important that each learner can successfully recall the relevant contents for individual questions, but ideally s/he has to use much mental effort in this recall [9]. Therefore, the individual level of practice questions for each learning module is determined according to the prior-knowledge assessed in the learning phase. This procedure makes sure that...
every student gets mentally challenged and can profit from the retrieval questions. The practice phase takes place in several spaced intervals that increase in time (spacing). This spaced practice leads to a better long-term consolidation of what has been learned [10]. The used spacing intervals are based on prior-studies [11].

**Formative Evaluation.** Multiple empirical studies were conducted. One study revealed an interaction between prior-knowledge and different types of questions: Learners with little prior-knowledge benefitted from other types of tasks than learners with high levels of prior-knowledge. [12]. We took this aptitude-treatment interaction into account when designing our adaptive retrieval practice procedure.

### 3.3 Transfer Phase - Implementation Intentions

In this phase, we begin to foster transfer to everyday learning. The students were required to translate their declarative (theoretical) knowledge into concrete application intentions, and the students learn how they can independently optimize their everyday learning with the help of their new strategies. More specifically, we used the method of “implementation intentions” [13]: The students were encouraged to formulate if-then sentences to facilitate the application of learned strategies (then part) in specific learning situation (if part) and to finally automate their learning strategy application. Connecting learning strategies to concrete trigger situations makes it easier for learners to achieve transfer to everyday learning.

**Formative Evaluation.** We examined the specificity of the learners’ implementation intention. We found that the learners need support to formulate not only specific trigger situations (if part) but also to detail concrete learning strategies (then part). We empirically tested several support procedures. We found that a strongly supported introduction and formulation of implementation intention was most successful. However, even this type of support did not lead to fully satisfactory strategy application.
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